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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. We respect your privacy. All email addresses you
provide will be used just for sending this story. After the last edition of the Honda Civic received
such poor reviews that the small car was no longer the go-to choice. The Honda Civic received
a serious makeover, with a return of the affordable elegance we know and love. The Honda Civic
is backâ€”recapturing its position as a mature, substantial economy car with enough elegant
touches that make you feel like you spent more money than you did. We tested two versions of
the Honda Civic: the base LX with a new 2. Automatic Civics come with a continuously variable
transmission CVT , which uses belts and pulleys rather than mechanical cogs. If you prefer to
row your own gears, the Honda Civic LX model offers a six-speed manual. The base 2. Still, if
you climb a hill or merge quickly, the engine responds with annoying, whiny revs. We like the
power of the turbo, and our test numbers backed us up: The EX-T was 1. Fuel economy was
similarâ€”the LX got 32 mpg overall; the turbo, EX-T: hp, 1. The Honda Civic handles with
newfound confidence, thanks to a redesigned chassis that endows the car with a sense of
precision and control. The Civic turns in quickly and responds intuitively, although we wish
there were more steering feedback. The suspension keeps the car steady and composed over
all but the nastiest bumps. Braking is responsive and confident during panic stops. The model
features higher-grade materials, and the cabin is quieter and has clever cubbies and nooks. But
for a compact sedan, rear-seat room for legs, knees, and heads is excellent. The instrument
cluster features all gauges on the same eye level, including a large digital speedometer. And the
base LX has an intuitive array of knobs and buttons for the audio system. But every other trim
has a frustratingly overcomplicated touch screenâ€”although it does work with Apple CarPlay
and Android Auto from your smartphone. Despite a few gripes, the Honda Civic brings more
civility, better road manners, decent fuel economy, and thoughtful featuresâ€”all wrapped in a
stylish and appealing package. Since , Consumer Reports has been testing products and
working to create a fairer, safer, and healthier marketplace. Sign In. Become a Member.
Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at This
redesigned small sedan teaches a Civics lesson. By Consumer Reports. Last updated: March
31, Sharing is Nice Yes, send me a copy of this email. Send We respect your privacy. Oops, we
messed up. Try again later. When you shop through retailer links on our site, we may earn
affiliate commissions. Learn more. Except for the base LX, all other Civics suffer from an
unintuitive, slow-acting infotainment touch screen. Consumer Reports Since , Consumer
Reports has been testing products and working to create a fairer, safer, and healthier
marketplace. Show comments commenting powered by Facebook. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. Honda fully redesigned the Civic from the ground up featuring new exterior and
interior styling, more powerful and fuel efficient engines, a larger cabin, and a host of new
features and safety technology. The Civic is Honda's smallest and most affordable sedan and
coupe, below the larger and more expensive Accord sedan and coupe. If you are
cross-shopping hatchback or crossovers, the Fit is similar in size but has a lower starting price.
The HR-V crossover has more interior volume and only a slightly higher starting price. The

Honda Civic comes standard with a 2. The Honda Civic is only available in front-wheel drive.
Opting for the top Touring trim and you will receive a myriad of features that includes Honda
Sensing, rearview camera, remote engine start, power moonroof, Apple CarPlay, Android Auto,
leather-trimmed interior, LED headlights, eight-way power driver's seat, heated front and rear
seats, and a watt premium audio system, navigation, and a 7-inch touchscreen display. If you
want to brighten up the interior, order the available center console illumination, door sill
illumination, and interior illumination accessories. The Civic received the institution's highest
rating for avoiding a collision in both the mph and mph automatic braking tests thanks to the
Honda Sensing suite of safety and driver assist technologies. Unlike many of the Civic's rivals,
the automaker makes Honda Sensing available on all trim levels, not just the top trims. Honda
Sensing consists of Lane Keeping Assist, adaptive cruise control, Road Departure Mitigation
System, and the all-important Collision Mitigation Braking system that can automatically apply
the brakes in order to avoid or reduce the impact of a frontal collision. In Motor Trend Car of the
Year testing, we liked how the all-new Civic was "bigger, flashier, and more technologically
advanced than ever. We also enjoyed the quiet and smooth 1. Our biggest complaints were the
new exterior styling and the complex infotainment system. We felt the Civic was a complete
all-around package as it excelled in many categories: "It drives better, it feels better, it's
engineered better, it's got special sauceâ€”the X factorâ€”and this thing has it in spades. Honda
has reduced Noise, Vibration, and Harshness NVH as a result of an acoustic glass front
windshield, triple door sealing a first , A-,B-, and C-pillar separators a first , new hood seals,
sound-absorbing heat baffles and body undercovers, new rear wheelhouse liner, and formed
fiber carpeting a first. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The
actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills,
so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Spacious and high-quality interior Powerful
and efficient 1. Complex infotainment system Turbocharged engine has some initial lag. Vehicle
Summary. Key Competitors:. All Model Years Autos helped make these videos. Jacking up your
Honda Civic is can be dangerous if done incorrectly. The video above shows you where the jack
and jack kit is located in your Civic how to assemble the components of the jack kit and safety
precautions to take when using your jack. Most Honda jack kits include the jack, a jack handle
and a lug nut wrench. If you have a flat tire in your Honda Civic, please see our how do I fix a flat
tire video. While following the instructions provided in your Civic's owners manual and in this
video will help minimize the risk of injury. The best way to avoid injury is to never get under
your vehicle while it is jacked up. Remember also, that even if your car is jacked up properly,
another car could hit it and knock it over; therefore, be sure to give careful consideration to
your environment before raising your car. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair
procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. One of the easiest fluids to top off - learn
how to open the hood and where the reservoir is on your car. Car companies often use the
same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two
different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the
most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed
may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how
to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Change
your cabin air filter! Dirty cabin air filter cause undue wear on your car's heater and AC and can
cause bad odors. Add washer fluid. Change an engine fuse. If you have an electrical component
that doesn't work, try replacing the fuse first. Replace your air filter! Isn't efficiency great? See
all videos for the Honda Civic. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have
everything Forums New posts Search forums Search images. Showcase New items New
comments Latest reviews Search showcase. Members Registered members Current visitors.
Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. Image Searchâ€¦. New posts.
Search forums. Search images. Log in. Change style. Contact us. Close Menu. JavaScript is
disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding.
Thread starter projexneon Start date Jan 28, Joined Jan 27, Messages 1 Reaction score 0
Location new jersey Car s civic ex-t civic coupe k24a2. Anekin Senior Member. Not sure if data
is still tethered on android phones but click home. Open up the browser app and go to the
YouTube site. Due to laws viewing is only possible when the vehicle is parked. There's an
option to turn it off but its hidden in the developers mode options. CivicMichael Senior Member.
I'm curious about this as well. Someone said that if you start playing a video on your phone
then pair it via bluetooth, it will continue playing the audio through the car stereo. Doesn't
sound like a great workaround so hopefully there's something better. I'll be sure to test it out
when I get my Touring hopefully in a few weeks, but I'm guessing you'll have figured this out by

then, ha ha. Apparently, Apple Car Play will be updated with the ability to use new apps fairly
regularly every time iOS is updated? Maybe it will eventually support YouTube Music which I
believe allows you to play only the audio portion of YouTube videos? Elsith Member. There's a
browser in the apps list, maybe you can access it that way. I haven't tried yet, I will take a look
tonight. Threemaples Senior Member. Elsith said:. I just tried YouTube I'm my car and it works,
it doesn't allow to be on full screen though, and once you shift out of Park it still plays audio but
doesn't allow video to play on the screen. I tried playing netflix and hulu but sadly the videos
wouldn't play, but I can log in. How did you get the YouTube to play on your car? CivicMichael
said:. I believe they're using the web browser app built into the Display Audio system, but it
only works when the vehicle is in park at least the video part doesn't play while driving. Angela
Senior Member. Angela said:. Wait how you do that? I don't have the YouTube app show up on
my CarPlay. Last week during my dinner break, I tried messing with it and could only get the
sound to come through the speakers. Oh lol I see now that I reread it. I liked the idea of HDMI
but I read elsewhere that it was very limiting as to what you can do with it Last edited: Jan 31,
You must log in or register to reply here. Member Posted Images. You might think of the Honda
Civic as a small, relatively inexpensive car for buyers on a budget, but this little Honda is so
much more than that. This new Civic has daring looks, turbocharged power and a spacious,
technology-rich interior for you and your friends or even a few kids. Find out why it's a
must-drive compact sedan or coupe. The outgoing Honda Civic '15 generation garnered some
very un-Honda-like controversy during its run, with lackluster early reviews leading to a virtually
unprecedented second-year overhaul. Although that emergency surgery made the Civic more
competitive, it failed to restore the car's class-leading status. With rivals improving by leaps and
bounds, the Civic just wasn't a no-brainer pick like it used to be. The Civic has new styling.
Slimmer headlights and more pronounced fenders are two key changes. For longtime Honda
buyers, the fully redesigned, profoundly improved Honda Civic should come as a relief. From
the Civic's edgy yet upscale looks to its mature cabin no more two-tiered dash! There's
innovation under the hood, too, in the form of a new turbocharged 1. A first for the Civic, this
turbo mill, which is offered on the higher trim levels only, produces a strong horsepower and
yet earns an estimated 42 mpg highway. Less expensive Civics receive a new engine as well, a
2. Like the best Civics of yore, the new one feels sporty and fun when you're driving it on
winding back roads. Unlike its predecessors, however, it's fairly quiet inside at speed, and its
ride is more compliant than ever. We generally take boasts like Honda's "best-in-class interior
volume" with a grain of salt, but in the new Civic's case, it translates into so much rear
passenger space that families might question the need for an Accord. The interior design and
materials are laudable, too, approaching Acura-grade refinement in the top Touring trim. As
noted, there are a lot of great choices for compact sedans or coupes these days. The Mazda 3
continues to distinguish itself with strong fuel economy, a sleek cabin and sporty handling,
though its cramped backseat puts it at a disadvantage. The nimble and well-equipped Ford
Focus may not be the freshest face, but this year's model should rival the Civic for the latest
in-car technology. For a less expensive but still well-rounded sedan or coupe, we certainly
recommend trying the Kia Forte. Last but hardly least is the redesigned Chevrolet Cruze , which
comes gunning for the Civic with styling that Honda may find distinctly flattering. To be sure,
it's going to be tough to choose this year. But if you've been waiting for the Honda Civic to get
its groove back, consider your patience rewarded. The Honda Civic is a compact car offered
initially as a sedan, with coupe and hatchback styles to follow. The base LX comes standard
with inch steel wheels alloys for coupe , automatic headlights, LED daytime running lights and
taillights, full power accessories, cruise control, an expanded-view driver side mirror, automatic
climate control, a tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel and manual front seats with driver height
adjustment. Electronics features include a 5-inch central display screen, a rearview camera,
Bluetooth phone and audio and a four-speaker sound system with a USB port and Pandora
connectivity. The EX-T adds a turbocharged engine plus inch alloy wheels, foglights, a rear
deck lid spoiler, remote start, dual-zone automatic climate control, heated front seats and
satellite and HD radio. Leather upholstery comes standard on the EX-L and Touring trim levels.
The EX-L tacks on leather upholstery, an eight-way power driver seat, an auto-dimming rearview
mirror and a leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob. The Touring adds different inch
wheels, LED headlights, automatic wipers, a four-way power passenger seat, heated rear seats
sedan , an integrated navigation system with voice controls and a speaker audio system. Also
standard is a Honda Sensing safety package that includes adaptive cruise control,
lane-departure warning, lane-departure intervention and forward-collision alert with automatic
emergency braking. The Honda Sensing safety package is optional on all other Civic sedan
trims, and it adds a basic trip computer to the LX. The navigation system is optional on EX-L
sedan. The front-wheel-drive Honda Civic comes with a four-cylinder engine, but the exact type

varies depending on the trim level you pick. The LX and EX trims come with a 2. It's paired to
either a six-speed manual transmission LX only or a continuously variable transmission CVT
that functions like an automatic. The CVT is the only available transmission. In Edmunds
testing, a Civic Touring sedan sprinted from zero to 60 mph in 6. It's considerably quicker than
anything else in the segment. The Honda Civic comes standard with stability control, antilock
disc brakes many previous Civics came with rear drums , front side airbags, side curtain
airbags and a rearview camera. Starting with the EX sedan trim, a right-side blind spot camera
LaneWatch is also standard, as is the HondaLink system, which also includes emergency crash
notification. On the Civic coupe, the blind-spot camera and HondaLink come standard on the
Touring trim only. In Edmunds testing, a Civic Touring sedan came to a stop from 60 mph in
feet, a few feet shorter than average. Standard on Touring and optional on other Civic sedans is
the Honda Sensing safety package, which adds adaptive cruise control, lane-departure warning,
lane-departure intervention and forward-collision alert with automatic emergency braking. On
the coupe, it's standard on the Touring only. We've found the forward-collision alert to be
hypersensitive, however, annoyingly and frequently setting off its "Brake! The adaptive cruise
control is also too quick to slam on the brakes, too slow to speed back up again and generally
not very good at maintaining a constant speed. The Honda Civic has a sharpness on the road
that's been absent in recent years. Steering response is lively, and there's notably less body roll
than in the previous Civic. That's also true for the Civic coupe, which has a slightly sportier
suspension tune for crisper handling. At the same time, though, the Civic's ride is eminently
comfortable, and there's less noise inside than Civic drivers have come to expect. The new
Civic is now one of the most distinctive-looking models in its class. Sporty performance backs
up the look. When you're accelerating hard from a stop or passing other vehicles, the base 2. As
for the 1. Honda eschews any sort of manual mode for the transmission, instead providing a
Sport mode that essentially just boosts engine speed a bit to make the turbo's sweet spot more
accessible. Either way, acceleration is spirited, and the turbo Civic keeps pulling at highway
speeds like a more expensive car. Overall, this is one of the best powertrains in the class,
offering the fuel efficiency of an economy model and the performance of a sporty one. The Civic
sedan is about 3 inches longer and 2 inches wider than its predecessor, and its wheelbase is a
bit longer, too. That means there should be more room for passengers, and indeed, Honda says
the Civic has the most spacious interior in this class. Real-world testing sometimes calls bold
claims like these into question, but make no mistake, this Civic is seriously roomy. Even in the
coupe, four 6-footers should be content to ride all day, which is an extraordinary achievement
for a vehicle in this class, and that enhanced space should also be a boon to families using
bulky child safety seats. A new infotainment system for the Civic includes a touchscreen and
advanced smartphone integration. But we miss having physical volume and tuning knobs. From
the driver's vantage point, the new Civic feels like a luxury car compared to the outgoing model.
Gone is the busy two-tiered dash, replaced by an elegantly restrained layout with upscale
materials for the segment. Thoughtful touches abound, such as a capacitive-touch volume
button on the steering wheel that works well whether you slide your thumb across its ribs or
click either end like a rocker switch. A 7-inch touchscreen comes standard in all trims but the
base LX, and it includes both Apple CarPlay and Android Auto for full-fledged smartphone
functionality via the touchscreen itself. Unfortunately, its slow response times, small buttons
and confusing menu structure often make it frustrating to use. In terms of storage, there's an
unusually deep storage bin under the center console's armrest with 7. Trunk space, meanwhile,
has shot up in the new Civic sedan, expanding from That's true family-sedan territory. Note that
the Touring's trunk drops to Quick Summary The all-new, completely redesigned Honda Civic is
every bit as impressive and game-changing as its predecessor was underwhelming. It boasts
best-in-class performance and fuel economy from its new turbocharged engine, a commendably
engaging and refined driving experience, superb interior quality and ample space for people
and cargo. We gave it a resounding "A" rating, as it's a class leader without question. What Is
It? The Honda Civic is currently on sale as a four-door sedan. Compared to the outgoing model,
the new sedan is 0. A coupe version will arrive in early , followed by a new five-door hatchback,
a sporty Civic Si and a high-performance Civic Type R. What's Under the Hood? There's an
all-new 1. It produces horsepower and fundamentally changes the Civic's driving character. The
Civic was previously one of the slowest compact sedans both in terms of our instrumented
testing and how it felt in the real world. There was little in the way of low-end power â€” the
feeling of being pushed into your seat â€” and one had to be aggressive with the throttle to get
much of a response. With the new turbocharged engine, there's a broad band of torque from 1,
rpm all the way to 5, rpm. You have power whether you're pulling away from a traffic light or
passing on the freeway. In our instrumented testing, the turbocharged Civic went from zero to
60 mph in 6. That's big news given that it took the previous Civic we tested 9. Admittedly, the

new engine is a little growly, lacking that sweet, free-revving character of Honda's
non-turbocharged VTEC engines. The standard continuously variable transmission CVT also
saps some of the fun out of what might be possible from such a capable engine. Having said
that, most won't find any of that to be of any concern. Typical, lackadaisical throttle applications
will result in smooth acceleration. It should also result in outstanding fuel economy, given that
we managed pretty good fuel economy despite spirited driving. We also achieved The 2. The
base engine produces hp and lb-ft of torque, which is more than the old car hp, lb-ft but it is
noticeably less lively than the turbo 1. From a stop, there's a long pause between flooring the
pedal and forward motion. The CVT also hesitates for a moment when passing slower vehicles,
but that's not unusual for cars in this class. How Does It Drive? The Honda Civic is blessed with
a sophisticated suspension that demonstrates impressive control over undulations that would
flummox many competitors. Its ride is buttoned-down, and although you feel the impacts of
bumps in the road, they are very well damped. This is just one of the ways the Civic feels less
like its predecessor and more like a Volkswagen Golf. It's more playful through corners, too.
Body roll is present but well managed, and left-right transitions are handled with the utmost
control. The stability control system also isn't overly quick to intervene and when it does, it's so
smooth in its intervention that one rarely feels it when pushing the car far harder than most
drivers would attempt. The brakes are easily modulated and provide plenty of confidence while
bringing the Civic to a stop from 60 mph in feet. This is better than average, and pleasantly,
subsequent emergency stops were similarly short. The days of long stops and fading, smoky,
underpowered brakes seem to be in Honda's rearview mirror. The steering, meanwhile, provides
consistent and spot-on weighting. It doesn't try to be overly light in parking lots or overly heavy
as speeds increase in a misguided attempt to be sporty. It feels natural, it encourages you to
drive and it provides a good sense of what the tires are doing. Stickier tires would make the new
Civic even better, and along with stiffer antiroll bars and other suspension modifications, it's
easy to see just how much fun the future Civic Si and Type-R will be. How Is the Interior? Other
compact cars at that price point quite simply do not seem worth it, despite being lined in leather
and loaded with options. That definitely would've been the case with the outgoing Civic. The
Civic, on the other hand, looks and feels like it could cost more. The design is grown-up and
handsome, with enough eye-pleasing visual details to keep things interesting. There's the
touchscreen interface that sticks up ever so slightly in front of the alloy-look trim and a
wrap-around design element that stretches around the dash from one door to another. Then
there's the quality of the materials. Even after much-needed midcycle improvements, the last
Civic was always a letdown in this area. The new Civic boasts soft-touch surfaces on the dash
and doors, as well as ample padding on the center armrest and surrounding trim covered in
simulated leather. The plastics have a richer look and feel to them, the switchgear is top-notch
and the gloss-black trim of the touchscreen interface has a modern sophistication to it. How
Much Room Is There? One of the ways the Civic hasn't changed much is in its backseat, which
remains one of the roomiest in the segment. A 6-foot-3 driver was able to fit comfortably behind
his seating position while also finding sufficient rear headroom. Its cargo space is similarly
praiseworthy, with a larger-than-average It's very wide, very deep, and although the opening
may struggle to swallow boxes or other bulky items, it's at least wide enough for golf clubs or
other items. We were also pleasantly surprised by the driving position provided by the
eight-way power driver seat standard on the EX-L and Touring. There is an abundant range of
motion, plenty of under-leg support and the steering wheel telescopes out sufficiently. As such,
drivers of average and taller heights will more likely be comfortable in the Civic, although we'll
have to test a lesser equipped trim level with the standard manually adjustable seats to see if
that applies throughout the range. Here, the Civic receives less-than-stellar grades. We
continued to be frequently irritated by Honda's touchscreen interface. It can be too slow to
respond, some icons are too small and you're too often required to go from one menu to
another. The lack of a volume knob is constantly frustrating, while the lack of a tuning knob
would be forgiven if Honda provided a way to direct tune the radio. It doesn't, so you're left
pecking the screen's virtual tuning "button" like an infuriated chicken when you want to find a
new station. Then there's the availability of Apple CarPlay and Android Auto, which allows for
familiar smartphone control. The system also utterly refused to play a podcast from an iPhone
whether using CarPlay or through the Honda media interface. Most Civic trims are also available
with the Honda Sensing suite of accident avoidance technologies. These, too, need work. The
collision warning system is annoyingly hyper-sensitive. Slowly creeping to a stop at a traffic
light with a car ahead or pulling into a parking space frequently elicited a beeping noise and an
emphatic flashing of "BRAKE! Honda Sensing's adaptive cruise control system also frustrates
with its too-far distance to the car ahead, its reluctance to speed up again and its inability to
maintain speed downhill. The CVT is available as an option, but is standard on all other trims.

Standard feature highlights include full power accessories, automatic climate control, a
rearview camera and a 5-inch touchscreen. The EX trim adds alloy wheels, split-folding rear
seats, a 7-inch touchscreen with Apple CarPlay and Google Android Auto integration and an
upgraded audio system. Also included is Honda's LaneWatch blind-spot camera. The EX-T trim
gets a more powerful 1. The EX-L dresses up the cabin with leather seats and trim and a power
driver seat. Also included is the Honda Sensing suite of advanced safety features. The
navigation system is available as an option on the EX-L, and the Honda Sensing system is
offered on all trims. The Mazda 3 is the only other compact car that manages to seemingly
check off all the boxes as the massively impressive Civic does. Back-to-back test-drives are
highly recommended. Below them on the compact car pyramid would be the Volkswagen Golf ,
with its European refinement, near-luxury cabin and gutsy turbocharged engine. It may be a
compact sedan, but this Civic is big enough, refined enough and even powerful enough to make
you think twice about an Accord. Why Should I Think Twice? The touchscreen may drive you
nuts and the CVT isn't for everyone. The Honda Sensing package may also irritate more than it
helps. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're
interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap
used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested
in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other
owners paid for the Used Honda Civic Sedan. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people
and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective,
it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and
keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Honda lease specials Check out Honda Civic lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Touchscreen interface is a bit confusing and slow to respond to inputs depending on
the tech you want, the Civic can be pricey: slow-responding adaptive cruise control and overly
vigilant forward collision warning safety system are irksome. Other years. List Price Estimate.
ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Civic for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for
price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. LX-P coupes have this equipment plus a sunroof and keyless ignition and entry. The
Honda Civic is fully redesigned. Available as a sedan and a coupe, the latest Civic boasts new
styling, more powerful and fuel-efficient engines and a quieter interior, among other
improvements. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Touring with Honda Civic The rear
view camera has 3 permitted views and is confusing at first. It is best for negotiating upwards
and downward slopes, but so so for left or right movements. The bottom rear camera view just
behind the car is useful for parking as is the passenger side view camera. A little longer than I
wanted in a compact sedan and therefore harder to park in tight spaces. However no other
compact sedan has nearly as much trunk space. The look of the car is striking in its class
especially the metallic blue color. Horn volume is puny. The car drives beautifully and steers
beautifully with little or no noise. Once I was at 90 mph and had no idea I was moving that fast.
Turning radius is great also for size. The rolling resistance is very low and the car goes a long
distance before stopping with the foot off the pedal. I mean it can coast! Continuously variable
transmission did not seem to affect the driving negatively. It picks up acceleration very quickly
and is not an issue entering a highway ramp. Handles small bumps fine, but hit a big bump and
the tires tell you. Great fuel efficiency especially in eco mode which I use for city driving.
Average is 39 mpg. Brakes are great. Even has a brake hold if you are stuck in traffic for a while.
Would have liked a volume button for navigation. It is buried deep in the screen and can't be
changed easily on the run. Price a bit on the high side but it does have a lot of technology in
this price range. Love the lane guidance system slight steering wheel judder warning and the
brake warning system which can be adjusted to distance from the car in front. Not always
optimal but useful if one is sleepy or tired. Phone pairs easily and automatically using
bluetooth. Has Airplay. Remote start is great for both hot and cold days. Side view camera on
the right is great. Now why not a side view camera on the left? Audio was OK. There was no
volume button on the panel , but there was one on the steering wheel. AC works just fine and
adjustments are easily done on the run. Both front seats are low compared to the back seat. I
am 5' 11". The driver's seats has little lumbar support. A clear design flaw. The back seats on
the other hand are spacious and much more comfortable. Passenger seat way too low and not
adjustable and have had complaints about this. The back windshield slopes such as to give a
limited field of view in the rear view mirror. I saw this as a glaring safety shortfall that could

have been easily fixed by design adjustments but this seems to be a common problem in newer
cars as they emphasize form over safety function. However I do love all the warnings you get in
the speedometer screen if you have left a door open, etc. Not sure I would trade it for any other
car though. It was between the Elantra Ultimate package which has similar technology features
and the Honda Civic and the Honda won but not by much though. The Mazda 3 was a great
driving experience , did not have the same level of technology in its touring version as did the
other two cars mentioned above, but the stand alone navigation screen on top of the dash
would be tempting to thieves as it can easily be ripped out and that is why that was out too.
Preferred the navigation style in the Mazda and the Elantra to that in the Honda. Would have
liked automatic folding in of side-view mirrors to make it easier to get it into my garage and left
side blind spot view on screen as right side is great. Did not look at American brand cars due to
reliability issues. Was told Subaru was good but was treated badly by several Subaru area
dealers. Not sure they care for minority folks it seems as the looked eager to serve white
buyers. Would not let us even take test drive! The Elantra has the best warranty. The Honda
warranty is confusing. They indicate they will support repair for 36, miles bumper to bumper or
3 years. Any of these three cars in their loaded versions are all high quality and will not
disappoint. These are all good cars for senior citizens in their seventies, who prefer a lot of
safety and technology in the car as aids to increasingly slowing reflexes, and vision impairment
with age. Younger drivers may save some money with the EX version which has some of the
technology features available in the touring version. Get the 1. Best car purchase I ever made.
Battery died after 3. Read less. We leased this vehicle about 3-months ago after selling our TSX.
In contrast to the TSX, the Civic uses regular gasoline, and has basic-sized steel belted tires
that are H-rated. Stepping out of the Acura line to Honda was our best option to cut costs
without giving up too many of the items that we enjoyed on our TSX. NOT having to buy
premium gasoline, and change tires V-rated sized every months is a godsend. The Civic is
nimble enough around town, but lacks passing power at highway speeds. Our seats are cloth,
and I do miss the leather seating with motorized seat adjustments. Fuel ecomomy is excellent at
around 26 miles in stop and go driving to just under 40 on the highway. The Civic is a practical
car, and has adequate trunk space. It is really designed for four passengers, not five as claimed
in the drivers manuel. The car sits a little lower to the pavement than our Acura, but handles
really well. Back-up camera, media jacks and cup holders. She starts up quick, and idles quiet
as a mouse. In my business, I had previously rented Toyota Corollas, in fact I typically sought
them out with National and Avis when they were available. I prefer the Civic handling over the
Corolla. Both are about the same on fuel efficiency. The Honda Civic is a decent value and it is
possible to purchase a really "dressed-up" Civic but that defeated the reason that we wanted it
in the first place. BTW, the more add-on features and packages This is not a misprint At that
price, you should just look into a Honda Accord. Our Civic gets the job done adequately enough
as equiped. I recommend the Civic to those seeking a more practical solution to their monthly
and annual driving expenses. I lease a Civic EX-T 1. The car is amazing. Before leasing it I went
to other dealers to see other cars that were more sprensive than the civic. Let me tell you: you
can get lot more features for less money with the civic. Interior is clean, it looks great and
modern, I love it. I'm still not used to not having a volume knob on the radio, but o well my
smart phone doesn't have it either! For the driver it's really easy to adjust the radio with the
options on the steering wheel. The EX-T comes with dual climate control, and heated seats.
Interior is really spacious. Your children will have a ton of leg room in the backseat. Everything
is keyless access. Just put your hand on the door handles and the car will unlock the door s for
you like the Mercedes!! If you forget to lock your car, it will lock them by itself when the key is
out and far from the car or you can just push the lock button on the door handle to lock it. The
car comes with remote start you can turn on your car without being inside of it , sunroof,
satellite radio, back-up camera with 3 different positions , side camera to see blind spots when
changing lanes , cruise control, auto-lights and auto-wipers. The e-brake is just a button, easy
to use and it save a lot of space which Honda used to make the center console with more space.
The acceleration is impressive!. You will feel the kick of the turbo after 2, rpm. I believe it can
take you from in around 6. Gas mileage? My civic average 32 mpg. I drive it on both city and
highway. I drive a lot for work. And this car is almost perfect for the job. The car literally can
almost drive itself. The adaptive cruise control is amazing in stop and go traffic. It even comes
to a complete stop. The lane watch technology follows the striped lines on the road. Steering is
required. I set a beep to warn to brake for being to close to the car in front of me. And the lane
departure helps as well. The car's technology is decent. The apple play is convenient but they
added to many other options to connect and it's just in the way. See all reviews of the Used
Honda Civic Sedan. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. The

manufacturer provided Edmunds this vehicle for the purposes of evaluation. Sponsored cars
related to the Civic. Sign Up. You might think of the Honda Civic as a small, relatively
inexpensive car for buyers on a budget, but this little Honda is so much more than that. This
new Civic has daring looks, turbocharged power and a spacious, technology-rich interior for
you and your friends or even a few kids. Find out why it's a must-drive compact sedan or coupe.
The outgoing Honda Civic '15 generation garnered some very un-Honda-like controversy during
its run, with lackluster early reviews leading to a virtually unprecedented second-year overhaul.
Although that emergency surgery made the Civic more competitive, it failed to restore the car's
class-leading status. With rivals improving by leaps and bounds, the Civic just wasn't a
no-brainer pick like it used to be. The Civic has new styling. Slimmer headlights and more
pronounced fenders are two key changes. For longtime Honda buyers, the fully redesigned,
profoundly improved Honda Civic should come as a relief. From the Civic's edgy yet upscale
looks to its mature cabin no more two-tiered dash! There's innovation under the hood, too, in
the form of a new turbocharged 1. A first for the Civic, this turbo mill, which is offered on the
higher trim levels only, produces a strong horsepower and yet earns an estimated 42 mpg
highway. Less expensive Civics receive a new engine as well, a 2. Like the best Civics of yore,
the new one feels sporty and fun when you're driving it on winding back roads. Unlike its
predecessors, however, it's fairly quiet inside at speed, and its ride is more compliant than ever.
We generally take boasts like Honda's "best-in-class interior volume" with a grain of salt, but in
the new Civic's case, it translates into so much rear passenger space that families might
question the need for an Accord. The interior design and materials are laudable, too,
approaching Acura-grade refinement in the top Touring trim. As noted, there are a lot of great
choices for compact sedans or coupes these days. The Mazda 3 continues to distinguish itself
with strong fuel economy, a sleek cabin and sporty handling, though its cramped backseat puts
it at a disadvantage. The nimble and well-equipped Ford Focus may not be the freshest face, but
this year's model should rival the Civic for the latest in-car technology. For a less expensive but
still well-rounded sedan or coupe, we certainly recommend trying the Kia Forte. Last but hardly
least is the redesigned Chevrolet Cruze , which comes gunning for the Civic with styling that
Honda may find distinctly flattering. To be sure, it's going to be tough to choose this year. But if
you've been waiting for the Honda Civic to get its groove back, consider your patience
rewarded. The Honda Civic is a compact car offered initially as a sedan, with coupe and
hatchback styles to follow. The base LX comes standard with inch steel wheels alloys for coupe
, automatic headlights, LED daytime running lights and taillights, full power accessories, cruise
control, an expanded-view driver side mirror, automatic climate control, a tilt-and-telescoping
steering wheel and manual front seats with driver height adjustment. Electronics features
include a 5-inch central display screen, a rearview camera, Bluetooth phone and audio and a
four-speaker sound system with a USB port and Pandora connectivity. The EX-T adds a
turbocharged engine plus inch alloy wheels, foglights, a rear deck lid spoiler, remote start,
dual-zone automatic climate control, heated front seats and satellite and HD radio. Leather
upholstery comes standard on the EX-L and Touring trim levels. The EX-L tacks on leather
upholstery, an eight-way power driver seat, an auto-dimming rearview mirror and a
leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob. The Touring adds different inch wheels, LED
headlights, automatic wipers, a four-way power passenger seat, heated rear seats sedan , an
integrated navigation system with voice controls and a speaker audio system. Also standard is
a Honda Sensing safety package that includes adaptive cruise control, lane-departure warning,
lane-departure intervention and forward-collision alert with automatic emergency braking. The
Honda Sensing safety package is optional on all other Civic sedan trims, and it adds a basic trip
computer to the LX. The navigation system is optional on EX-L sedan. The front-wheel-drive
Honda Civic comes with a four-cylinder engine, but the exact type varies depending on the trim
level you pick. The LX and EX trims come with a 2. It's paired to either a six-speed manual
transmission LX only or a continuously variable transmission CVT that functions like an
automatic. The CVT is the only available transmission. In Edmunds testing, a Civic Touring
sedan sprinted from zero to 60 mph in 6. It's considerably quicker than anything else in the
segment. The Honda Civic comes standard with stability control, antilock disc brakes many
previous Civics came with rear drums , front side airbags, side curtain airbags and a rearview
camera. Starting with the EX sedan trim, a right-side blind spot camera LaneWatch is also
standard, as is the HondaLink system, which also includes emergency crash notification. On
the Civic coupe, the blind-spot camera and HondaLink come standard on the Touring trim only.
In Edmunds testing, a Civic Touring sedan came to a stop from 60 mph in feet, a few feet
shorter than average. Standard on Touring and optional on other Civic sedans is the Honda
Sensing safety package, which adds adaptive cruise control, lane-departure warning,
lane-departure intervention and forward-collision alert with automatic emergency braking. On

the coupe, it's standard on the Touring only. We've found the forward-collision alert to be
hypersensitive, however, annoyingly and frequently setting off its "Brake! The adaptive cruise
control is also too quick to slam on the brakes, too slow to speed back up again and generally
not very good at maintaining a constant speed. The Honda Civic has a sharpness on the road
that's been absent in recent years. Steering response is lively, and there's notably less body roll
than in the previous Civic. That's also true for the Civic coupe, which has a slightly sportier
suspension tune for crisper handling. At the same time, though, the Civic's ride is eminently
comfortable, and there's less noise inside than Civic drivers have come to expect. The new
Civic is now one of the most distinctive-looking models in its class. Sporty performance backs
up the look. When you're accelerating hard from a stop or passing other vehicles, the base 2. As
for the 1. Honda eschews any sort of manual mode for the transmission, instead providing a
Sport mode that essentially just boosts engine speed a bit to make the turbo's sweet spot more
accessible. Either way, acceleration is spirited, and the turbo Civic keeps pulling at highway
speeds like a more expensive car. Overall, this is one of the best powertrains in the class,
offering the fuel efficiency of an economy model and the performance of a sporty one. The Civic
sedan is about 3 inches longer and 2 inches wider than its predecessor, and its wheelbase is a
bit longer, too. That means there should be more room for passengers, and indeed, Honda says
the Civic has the most spacious interior in this class. Real-world testing sometimes calls bold
claims like these into question, but make no mistake, this Civic is seriously roomy. Even in the
coupe, four 6-footers should be content to ride all day, which is an extraordinary achievement
for a vehicle in this class, and that enhanced space should also be a boon to families using
bulky child safety seats. A new infotainment system for the Civic includes a touchscreen and
advanced smartphone integration. But we miss having physical volume and tuning knobs. From
the driver's vantage point, the new Civic feels like a luxury car compared to the outgoing model.
Gone is the busy two-tiered dash, replaced by an elegantly restrained layout with upscale
materials for the segment. Thoughtful touches abound, such as a capacitive-touch volume
button on the steering wheel that works well whether you slide your thumb across its ribs or
click either end like a rocker switch. A 7-inch touchscreen comes standard in all trims but the
base LX, and it includes both Apple CarPlay and Android Auto for full-fledged smartphone
functionality via the touchscreen itself. Unfortunately, its slow response times, small buttons
and confusing menu structure often make it frustrating to use. In terms of storage, there's an
unusually deep storage bin under the center console's armrest with 7. Trunk space, meanwhile,
has shot up in the new Civic sedan, expanding from That's true family-sedan territory. Note that
the Touring's trunk drops to Quick Summary The all-new, completely redesigned Honda Civic is
every bit as impressive and game-changing as its predecessor was underwhelming. It boasts
best-in-class performance and fuel economy from its new turbocharged engine, a commendably
engaging and refined driving experience, superb interior quality and ample space for people
and cargo. We gave it a resounding "A" rating, as it's a class leader without question. What Is
It? The Honda Civic is currently on sale as a four-door sedan. Compared to the outgoing model,
the new sedan is 0. A coupe version will arrive in early , followed by a new five-door hatchback,
a sporty Civic Si and a high-performance Civic Type R. What's Under the Hood? There's an
all-new 1. It produces horsepower and fundamentally changes the Civic's driving character. The
Civic was previously one of the slowest compact sedans both in terms of our instrumented
testing and how it felt in the real world. There was little in the way of low-end power â€” the
feeling of being pushed into your seat â€” and one had to be aggressive with the throttle to get
much of a response. With the new turbocharged engine, there's a broad band of torque from 1,
rpm all the way to 5, rpm. You have power whether you're pulling away from a traffic light or
passing on the freeway. In our instrumented testing, the turbocharged Civic went from zero to
60 mph in 6. That's big news given that it took the previous Civic we tested 9. Admittedly, the
new engine is a little growly, lacking that sweet, free-revving character of Honda's
non-turbocharged VTEC engines. The standard continuously variable transmission CVT also
saps some of the fun out of what might be possible from such a capable engine. Having said
that, most won't find any of that to be of any concern. Typical, lackadaisical throttle applications
will result in smooth acceleration. It should also result in outstanding fuel economy, given that
we managed pretty good fuel economy despite spirited driving. We also achieved The 2. The
base engine produces hp and lb-ft of torque, which is more than the old car hp, lb-ft but it is
noticeably less lively than the turbo 1. From a stop, there's a long pause between flooring the
pedal and forward motion. The CVT also hesitates for a moment when passing slower vehicles,
but that's not unusual for cars in this class. How Does It Drive? The Honda Civic is blessed with
a sophisticated suspension that demonstrates impressive control over undulations that would
flummox many competitors. Its ride is buttoned-down, and although you feel the impacts of
bumps in the road, they are very well damped. This is just one of the ways the Civic feels less

like its predecessor and more like a Volkswagen Golf. It's more playful through corners, too.
Body roll is present but well managed, and left-right transitions are handled with the utmost
control. The stability control system also isn't overly quick to intervene and when it does, it's so
smooth in its intervention that one rarely feels it when pushing the car far harder than most
drivers would attempt. The brakes are easily modulated and provide plenty of confidence while
bringing the Civic to a stop from 60 mph in feet. This is better than average, and pleasantly,
subsequent emergency stops were similarly short. The days of long stops and fading, smoky,
underpowered brakes seem to be in Honda's rearview mirror. The steering, meanwhile, provides
consistent and spot-on weighting. It doesn't try to be overly light in parking lots or overly heavy
as speeds increase in a misguided attempt to be sporty. It feels natural, it encourages you to
drive and it provides a good sense of what the tires are doing. Stickier tires would make the new
Civic even better, and along with stiffer antiroll bars and other suspension modifications, it's
easy to see just how much fun the future Civic Si and Type-R will be. How Is the Interior? Other
compact cars at that price point quite simply do not seem worth it, despite being lined in leather
and loaded with options. That definitely would've been the case with the outgoing Civic. The
Civic, on the other hand, looks and feels like it could cost more. The design is grown-up and
handsome, with enough eye-pleasing visual details to keep things interesting. There's the
touchscreen interface that sticks up ever so slightly in front of the alloy-look trim and a
wrap-around design element that stretches around the dash from one door to another. Then
there's the quality of the materials. Even after much-needed midcycle improvements, the last
Civic was always a letdown in this area. The new Civic boasts soft-touch surfaces on the dash
and doors, as well as ample padding on the center armrest and surrounding trim covered in
simulated leather. The plastics have a richer look and feel to them, the switchgear is top-notch
and the gloss-black trim of the touchscreen interface has a modern sophistication to it. How
Much Room Is There? One of the ways the Civic hasn't changed much is in its backseat, which
remains one of the roomiest in the segment. A 6-foot-3 driver was able to fit comfortably behind
his seating position while also finding sufficient rear headroom. Its cargo space is similarly
praiseworthy, with a larger-than-average It's very wide, very deep, and although the opening
may struggle to swallow boxes or other bulky items, it's at least wide enough for golf clubs or
other items. We were also pleasantly surprised by the driving position provided by the
eight-way power driver seat standard on the EX-L and Touring. There is an abundant range of
motion, plenty of under-leg support and the steering wheel telescopes out sufficiently. As such,
drivers of average and taller heights will more likely be comfortable in the Civic, although we'll
have to test a lesser equipped trim level with the standard manually adjustable seats to see if
that applies throughout the range. Here, the Civic receives less-than-stellar grades. We
continued to be frequently irritated by Honda's touchscreen interface. It can be too slow to
respond, some icons are too small and you're too often required to go from one menu to
another. The lack of a volume knob is constantly frustrating, while the lack of a tuning knob
would be forgiven if Honda provided a way to direct tune the radio. It doesn't, so you're left
pecking the screen's virtual tuning "button" like an infuriated chicken when you want to find a
new station. Then there's the availability of Apple CarPlay and Android Auto, which allows for
familiar smartphone control. The system also utterly refused to play a podcast from an iPhone
whether using CarPlay or through the Honda media interface. Most Civic trims are also available
with the Honda Sensing suite of accident avoidance technologies. These, too, need work. The
collision warning system is annoyingly hyper-sensitive. Slowly creeping to a stop at a traffic
light with a car ahead or pulling into a parking space frequently elicited a beeping noise and an
emphatic flashing of "BRAKE! Honda Sensing's adaptive cruise control system also frustrates
with its too-far distance to the car ahead, its reluctance to speed up again and its inability to
maintain speed downhill. The CVT is available as an option, but is standard on all other trims.
Standard feature highlights include full power accessories, automatic climate control, a
rearview camera and a 5-inch touchscreen. The EX trim adds alloy wheels, split-folding rear
seats, a 7-inch touchscreen with Apple CarPlay and Google Android Auto integration and an
upgraded audio system. Also included is Honda's LaneWatch blind-spot camera. The EX-T trim
gets a more powerful 1. The EX-L dresses up the cabin with leather seats and trim and a power
driver seat. Also included is the Honda Sensing suite of advanced safety features. The
navigation system is available as an option on the EX-L, and the Honda Sensing system is
offered on all trims. The Mazda 3 is the only other compact car that manages to seemingly
check off all the boxes as the massively impressive Civic does. Back-to-back test-drives are
highly recommended. Below them on the compact car pyramid would be the Volkswagen Golf ,
with its European refinement, near-luxury cabin and gutsy turbocharged engine. It may be a
compact sedan, but this Civic is big enough, refined enough and even powerful enough to make
you think twice about an Accord. Why Should I Think Twice? The touchscreen may drive you

nuts and the CVT isn't for everyone. The Honda Sensing package may also irritate more than it
helps. Available styles include LX 4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands
of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to
help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply
research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Honda Civic. Is it better to lease or buy a car?
Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Honda lease specials Check out Honda Civic lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Touchscreen interface is a bit confusing and slow to respond to inputs
depending on the tech you want, the Civic can be pricey: slow-responding adaptive cruise
control and overly vigilant forward collision warning safety system are irksome. Other years.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. LX-P
coupes have this equipment plus a sunroof and keyless ignition and entry. The Honda Civic is
fully redesigned. Available as a sedan and a coupe, the latest Civic boasts new styling, more
powerful and fuel-efficient engines and a quieter interior, among other improvements. Read
more. Write a review See all reviews. Touring with Honda Civic The rear view camera has 3
permitted views and is confusing at first. It is best for negotiating upwards and downward
slopes, but so so for left or right movements. The bottom rear camera view just behind the car
is useful for parking as is the passenger side view camera. A little longer than I wanted in a
compact sedan and therefore harder to park in tight spaces. However no other compact sedan
has nearly as much trunk space. The look of the car is striking in its class especially the
metallic blue color. Horn volume is puny. The car drives beautifully and steers beautifully with
little or no noise. Once I was at 90 mph and had no idea I was moving that fast. Turning radius is
great also for size. The rolling resistance is very low and the car goes a long distance before
stopping with the foot off the pedal. I mean it can coast! Continuously variable transmission did
not seem to affect the driving negatively. It picks up acceleration very quickly and is not an
issue entering a highway ramp. Handles small bumps fine, but hit a big bump and the tires tell
you. Great fuel efficiency especially in eco mode which I use for city driving. Average is 39 mpg.
Brakes are great. Even has a brake hold if you are stuck in traffic for a while. Would have liked a
volume button for navigation. It is buried deep in the screen and can't be changed easily on the
run. Price a bit on the high side but it does have a lot of technology in this price range. Love the
lane guidance system slight steering wheel judder warning and the brake warning system which
can be adjusted to distance from the car in front. Not always optimal but useful if one is sleepy
or tired. Phone pairs easily and automatically using bluetooth. Has Airplay. Remote start is
great for both hot and cold days. Side view camera on the right is great. Now why not a side
view camera on the left? Audio was OK. There was no volume button on the panel , but there
was one on the steering wheel. AC works just fine and adjustments are easily done on the run.
Both front seats are low compared to the back seat. I am 5' 11". The driver's seats has little
lumbar support. A clear design flaw. The back seats on the other hand are spacious and much
more comfortable. Passenger seat way too low and not adjustable and have had complaints
about this. The back windshield slopes such as to give a limited field of view in the rear view
mirror. I saw this as a glaring safety shortfall that could have been easily fixed by design
adjustments but this seems to be a common problem in newer cars as they emphasize form
over safety function. However I do love all the warnings you get in the speedometer screen if
you have left a door open, etc. Not sure I would trade it for any other car though. It was between
the Elantra Ultimate package which has similar technology features and the Honda Civic and the
Honda won but not by much though. The Mazda 3 was a great driving experience , did not have
the same level of technology in its touring version as did the other two cars mentioned above,
but the stand alone navigation screen on top of the dash would be tempting to thieves as it can
easily be ripped out and that is why that was out too. Preferred the navigation style in the Mazda
and the Elantra to that in the Honda. Would have liked automatic folding in of side-view mirrors
to make it easier to get it into my garage and left side blind spot view on screen as right side is
great. Did not look at American brand cars due to reliability issues. Was told Subaru was good
but was treated badly by several Subaru area dealers. Not sure they care for minority folks it
seems as the looked eager to serve white buyers. Would not let us even take test drive! The
Elantra has the best warranty. The Honda warranty is confusing. They indicate they will support

repair for 36, miles bumper to bumper or 3 years. Any of these three cars in their loaded
versions are all high quality and will not disappoint. These are all good cars for senior citizens
in their seventies, who prefer a lot of safety and technology in the car as aids to increasingly
slowing reflexes, and vision impairment with age. Younger drivers may save some money with
the EX version which has some of the technology features available in the touring version. Get
the 1. Best car purchase I ever made. Battery died after 3. Read less. We leased this vehicle
about 3-months ago after selling our TSX. In contrast to the TSX, the Civic uses regular
gasoline, and has basic-sized steel belted tires that are H-rated. Stepping out of the Acura line
to Honda was our best option to cut costs without giving up too many of the items that we
enjoyed on our TSX. NOT having to buy premium gasoline, and change tires V-rated sized every
months is a godsend. The Civic is nimble enough around town, but lacks passing power at
highway speeds. Our seats are cloth, and I do miss the leather seating with motorized seat
adjustments. Fuel ecomomy is excellent at around 26 miles in stop and go driving to just under
40 on the highway. The Civic is a practical car, and has adequate trunk space. It is really
designed for four passengers, not five as claimed in the drivers manuel. The car sits a little
lower to the pavement than our Acura, but handles really well. Back-up camera, media jacks and
cup holders. She starts up quick, and idles quiet as a mouse. In my business, I had previously
rented Toyota Corollas, in fact I typically sought them out with National and Avis when they
were available. I prefer the Civic handling over the Corolla. Both are about the same on fuel
efficiency. The Honda Civic is a decent value and it is possible to purchase a really
"dressed-up" Civic but that defeated the reason that we wanted it in the first place. BTW, the
more add-on features and packages This is not a misprint At that price, you should just look
into a Honda Accord. Our Civic gets the job done adequately enough as equiped. I recommend
the Civic to those seeking a more practical solution to their monthly and annual driving
expenses. I lease a Civic EX-T 1. The car is amazing. Before leasing it I went to other dealers to
see other cars that were more sprensive than the civic. Let me tell you: you can get lot more
features for less money with the civic. Interior is clean, it looks great and modern, I love it. I'm
still not used to not having a volume knob on the radio, but o well my smart phone doesn't have
it either! For the driver it's really easy to adjust the radio with the options on the steering wheel.
The EX-T comes with dual climate control, and heated seats. Interior is really spacious. Your
children will have a ton of leg room in the backseat. Everything is keyless access. Just put your
hand on the door handles and the car will unlock the door s for you like the Mercedes!! If you
forget to lock your car, it will lock them by itself when the key is out and far from the car or you
can just push the lock button on the door handle to lock it. The car comes with remote start you
can turn on your car without being inside of it , sunroof, satellite radio, back-up camera with 3
different positions , side camera to see blind spots when changing lanes , cruise control,
auto-lights and auto-wipers. The e-brake is just a button, easy to use and it save a lot of space
which Honda used to make the center console with more space. The acceleration is impressive!.
You will feel the kick of the turbo after 2,
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rpm. I believe it can take you from in around 6. Gas mileage? My civic average 32 mpg. I drive it
on both city and highway. I drive a lot for work. And this car is almost perfect for the job. The
car literally can almost drive itself. The adaptive cruise control is amazing in stop and go traffic.
It even comes to a complete stop. The lane watch technology follows the striped lines on the
road. Steering is required. I set a beep to warn to brake for being to close to the car in front of
me. And the lane departure helps as well. The car's technology is decent. The apple play is
convenient but they added to many other options to connect and it's just in the way. See all
reviews of the Used Honda Civic. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test
Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also
viewed 4. The manufacturer provided Edmunds this vehicle for the purposes of evaluation.
Sponsored cars related to the Civic. Sign Up.

